Introduction {#sec1}
============

Understanding the biology of hematopoiesis after transplant is critical to improving the efficacy and safety of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)-based therapies such as gene therapy and gene editing. Infusion of retrovirally transduced CD34^+^ cells into autologous patients is the current strategy applied in gene therapy clinical trials. Insertional mutagenesis in patients treated with gamma-retrovirus-transduced CD34^+^ hematopoietic cells prompted recommendations for clonal analysis of gene-modified cells in patients for safety monitoring (Guidance for Industry: Gene Therapy Clinical Trials---Observing Subjects for Delayed Adverse Events).[@bib1]^,^[@bib2] Thus, clone tracking following gene therapy has contributed largely to our understanding of hematopoiesis after autologous transplant.

The primary method used for clone tracking in patients is retrovirus integration site analysis (ISA).[@bib3] Various techniques are utilized by different laboratories to sequence the genomic locus of provirus insertion as a heritable, clone-specific signature.[@bib4] Generally, ISA requires fragmentation of target cell genomic DNA (gDNA) and ligation of known oligonucleotide sequences to the resulting gDNA fragments for primer seeding. Multiple rounds of PCR amplification are performed and the products are sequenced. The method of gDNA fragmentation and/or template used can introduce bias into ISA (reviewed in Bystrykh et al.[@bib5] and Schmidt et al.[@bib6]). Moreover, genomic alignment of highly variable sequence reads is semiquantitative at best, and it is limited by the available annotated genome sequence for the model tested. This method does permit analysis of vector integration patterns and preferences as well as information regarding vector-driven clonal expansion. Despite the caveats, ISA data from preclinical models and gene therapy patients have largely been the basis for interpretation of hematopoietic biology after transplantation.[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]

Another method for tracking retrovirus-tagged cells is DNA barcode sequencing (DBS). DBS tracks a unique, small oligonucleotide encoded within the integrated proviral element as the clone-specific signature.[@bib16] This method does not require fragmentation of gDNA or multiple rounds of exponential amplification. DBS avoids sequencing bias with standardized, coded fragments and negates genomic alignment. However, reported barcode libraries are limited to a few hundred thousand unique barcodes, insufficient for reconstitution of a large animal or patient. Moreover, barcode identification must be stringent.

Currently, ISA is the only method for tracking clones in patients treated with retrovirus-mediated gene therapy targeting CD34^+^ cells, as DNA-barcoded retroviruses are, to date, not approved for use in humans. Therefore, we sought to compare these two clone tracking techniques directly using the same, barcoded, retrovirus vector in a clinically relevant large animal model. We previously demonstrated long-term hematopoietic reconstitution of pigtail macaques (*Macaca nemestrina*) after transplantation of autologous lentivirus (LV) gene-modified CD34^+^ cells isolated from primed bone marrow (BM) in the myeloablative setting for a variety of gene therapy approaches.[@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22] We developed a next-generation ISA approach termed modified genomic sequencing (MGS)-PCR, which uses acoustic shearing to randomly fragment DNA and reduce bias associated with restriction enzyme-type fragmentation strategies.[@bib12]^,^[@bib17]^,^[@bib19]^,^[@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25] For the present study, we developed a barcoded LV with a validated complexity large enough to reliably reconstitute a nonhuman primate and simultaneously performed ISA and DBS clone tracking from the same provirus in two transplanted animals to directly compare these techniques.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Two clone tracking methods are compared in this study: ISA and DBS ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; see [Materials and Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}).Figure 1Experimental Outline and Clonal Tracking MethodsTreatment schematic for pigtail macaques: (1) Animals were "primed" with daily G-CSF and SCF administration to stimulate CD34^+^ cell production in the bone marrow. (2) CD34^+^ cells were purified from harvested bone marrow by immunomagnetic bead-based separation. (3) CD34^+^ hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) were cultured overnight in HSPC-supportive media with recombinant human growth factors (rhGFs). (4) Cells were transduced with a SIN LV encoding two transgenes, *GFP* and *MGMT* (*P140K*), and a 20-bp DNA barcode flanked by primer seeding sequences. The DNA-barcoded LV vector library was validated by next-generation (Next-Gen) sequencing to contain \~0.9 million different barcodes. (5) During transduction cultures each animal received 1,020 cGy total body irradiation (TBI). (6) Approximately 24 h after TBI was completed, transduced cells were washed and formulated in saline containing autologous serum for intravenous infusion. (7) Peripheral blood (PB) and bone marrow (BM) were collected at various time points after transplant for clonal analysis. Red blood cells were removed by ammonium chloride lysis, and resulting white blood cell populations were either submitted in bulk or were further sort purified by either density gradient centrifugation, fluorescence activated cell sorting, or by immunomagnetic bead-based methods. gDNA was extracted from resulting cell populations and subjected to either ISA or DBS. (8) At 1 year after transplant, animals were treated with chemotherapy to induce selection in favor of gene-modified blood cells.

Development and Validation of a Barcoded LV with Sufficient Complexity to Transplant a Large Animal {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To permit tracking by both methods from the same retrovirus, we generated a high-complexity barcoded LV library similar to that previously described by Porter et al.[@bib26] The LV vector backbone used encoded a bicistronic cassette, including a spleen focus-forming virus (SFFV) promoter driving expression of a synthetic P140K mutant methylguanine methyltransferase (*P140K* \[*synMGMT*\]) gene for chemotherapy-induced selection *in vivo*[@bib27] and a human phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter driving expression of an enhanced green fluorescent protein (*GFP*) gene for ease of identifying gene-modified cells ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Synthetic barcode fragments were ligated into this vector upstream of the bicistronic cassette and downstream of the proviral 5′ long terminal repeat (LTR) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). A total of 24 independent ligation reactions were completed to achieve an estimated barcode diversity of \>1 million unique barcodes in the plasmid library. We sequenced the resulting plasmid library and identified 1,108,011 unique barcodes using stringent filtering to reduce the risk of false-positive barcode calling ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This transfer vector was transiently transfected into 293T cells alongside LV helper plasmids to produce viral particles. Some of the resulting virus preparation was subjected to viral RNA isolation, and the resulting virus genomes were sequenced by reverse-transcriptase PCR. Another portion of the resulting virus preparation was used to transduce K562 cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1 infectious unit (IU) per cell. Cells were then lysed and gDNA was collected and DBS analysis performed. A total of 846,063 barcodes were identified in this barcoded LV preparation, of which 209,711 (17%) were new barcodes not identified in the transfer plasmid library. The total number of unique barcodes found in the transfer plasmid and LV prep libraries combined was 1,224,935, meaning that at least this many unique barcodes were present in the initial transfer plasmid library. However, to determine whether bias present in the transfer plasmid library was carried through the viral particle preparation, we analyzed the overlap between these two datasets ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We observed no overlap between the 1,000 most abundant barcode sequences in the transfer plasmid library and the 100 most abundant barcodes in the LV preparation library, suggesting that any bias seen in the plasmid barcode library was not conserved in the creation of the virus preparation library. This comparison also provided a basis for determining whether bias in the LV preparation library was conserved following primary hematopoietic cell transduction and autologous transplantation.

Engraftment and Persistence of Barcoded LV-Transduced Blood Cells Permit Comparative Clonal Analysis {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two monkeys were transplanted with autologous, LV-transduced CD34^+^ cells and analyzed in this study using the schema depicted in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A limited subset of the ISA data generated for these two monkeys was previously published in Radtke et al.[@bib28] To facilitate calculations of engraftment, the maximum number of possible clones transplanted was calculated for each animal. To calculate the maximum, transplanted cells were counted and assayed for transduction by flow cytometry for GFP expression. Each gene-modified cell transplanted was assumed to represent a unique clone signature. For animal Z08103, 5.76 × 10^6^ total CD34^+^ cells were transplanted, of which 53.1% were GFP^+^ cells. Thus, the maximum possible number of unique clones was equivalent to 3.06 × 10^6^. For animal Z09132, a total of 8 × 10^6^ cells were infused containing 20.4% GFP^+^ cells, equivalent to 1.63 × 10^6^ possible clones ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our previous study estimated that 1 in 20 transplanted CD34^+^ cells is repopulating blood cells in this model.[@bib28] Thus, the estimated total number of transduced, repopulating cells transplanted was 152,928 and 81,600 in animals Z08103 and Z09132, respectively. Given that some barcodes showed abundance over others in the LV preparation library, we estimated the frequency of transduced repopulating cells with redundant barcodes. For animal Z08103, the frequency of repopulating cells with a barcode identical to one other cell (two of a kind) was 5.8%. This frequency dropped to 0.24% for three cells having the same barcode, and 0.008% for four cells having the same barcode. For animal Z09132, frequencies for two, three, or four cells having the same barcode were 3.2%, 0.07%, and 0.001%, respectively. Five of a kind was never observed for either animal.

Hematologic parameters and gene-modified cell levels were longitudinally tracked for both animals ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hematopoietic recovery (defined as the number of days to a stable absolute neutrophil count \[ANC\] ≥500/μL and a platelet count ≥20,000/μL, and with an increasing trend over 7 consecutive days after infusion of gene-modified cells \[defined as day 0\]) occurred at 42 days for animal Z08103 and 22 days for animal Z09132 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Monkeys Display Typical Hematopoietic Reconstitution and Long-Term Engraftment of Gene-Modified Blood Cells after TransplantationEach graph represents hematopoietic parameters observed during the duration of follow-up after myeloablative transplant for animal Z08103 (top) and animal Z09132 (bottom). All PB cell counts were determined by an automated hematology analyzer. Animals received chemotherapy (O6BG/BCNU) at time points indicated by inverted red triangles. Green lines represent levels of gene-modified PB cells determined by GFP transgene expression. A complete list of samples collected during follow-up and resulting clonal analyses is provided in [Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

At ∼1 year after transplant, both animals received a combination of bis-chloroethylnitrosourea (BCNU) chemotherapy and the wild-type MGMT inhibitor *O*6-benzylguanine (O6BG) to induce selection in favor of *P140K* (*synMGMT*) gene-modified cells *in vivo*. Moderate myelosuppression was observed after chemotherapy with a concomitant doubling in the percentage of peripheral blood (PB) white blood cells (WBCs) expressing GFP in each animal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At approximately 2 years after transplant, 3.5% of PB WBCs were GFP^+^ in animal Z08103 and 29.7% of PB WBCs were GFP^+^ in animal Z09132 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 14--16 blood or BM samples were collected from each animal during the 2-year follow-up period ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and these were further subdivided into a total of 102 gDNA samples for analysis by ISA and DBS, respectively ([Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The total number of samples per animal was 23 and 24 for ISA and 26 and 29 for DBS from animals Z09132 and Z08103, respectively.Table 1Comprehensive Sequence Reads and Clone Numbers Collected by a Combination of ISA and DBS after Transplant of LV Gene-Modified, Autologous CD34^+^ Cells over Years of Follow-UpOverviewISADBSAnimalCell Dose Received (10^6^ CD34^+^/kg)Transduction Efficiency in Infused Cell Product (flow Cytometry)Follow-Up Range Included in Analysis (Months)Gene-Modified PBL at Longest Follow-Up Time PointPotential IS ReadsIS-Associated ReadsTotal No. Unique ClonesPotential Barcode ReadsBarcode-Associated ReadsTotal No. Unique ClonesZ081031.553%253.5%12,767,9492,610,8331,960173,879,178160,096,17841,935Z091321.820.4%2429.7%13,626,7161,839,2633,53896,975,07076,937,08219,853[^2]

DBS Consistently Suggests Higher Numbers of Clones {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, for both animals DBS resulted in higher numbers of sequence reads, clone-associated reads after filtering, and unique numbers of clones. The higher number of sequence reads was not unexpected given the technical differences inherent to each of these tracking techniques: DBS requires only PCR to amplify short barcode reads of uniform length from gDNA, whereas ISA entails gDNA fragmentation, linker ligation, and PCR to amplify highly variable intervening gDNA sequences, prior to next-generation sequencing (NGS).

Using the filtering criteria shown in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, for DBS, ≥80% of reads were found to be attributed to a barcode signature (i.e., barcode-associated reads), whereas \<20% of ISA-generated reads were attributable to an integration site (IS) signature. Altogether, DBS identified tens of thousands of unique clones in both animals, whereas ISA detected less than 5,600 unique clones across both animals.

For both techniques, false positives are of concern; however, this is more likely the case for DBS owing to the random and degenerate nature of the 20-bp synthetic barcode fragment used as the clone signature. Thus, to call barcodes "real" in our dataset, they had to match exact flanking anchor sequences and length requirements, and they were subjected to stringent, empirically evaluated sequence error thresholds ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed that the threshold for sequence errors was higher (≤5 bp) in nonhuman primate samples compared to *in vitro* libraries (\<3 bp). This is not unexpected, as the total numbers of barcodes and sequence similarities across barcodes were much lower *in vivo* than *in vitro* ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, nearly all detected barcodes *in vivo* overlapped with barcodes detected in the initial plasmid or LV vector libraries, with the majority mapping back to the initial transfer plasmid library.

Another means to validate barcode sequences is to cross-reference them with identified IS. We designed primers specific to 14 of the 26 most abundant IS clones in animal Z08103 and performed PCR and Sanger sequencing to identify the corresponding LV barcode and clone rank observed by DBS ([Table S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Clonal abundance was calculated by dividing the number of clone-specific sequence reads by the total number of IS- or barcode-associated sequence reads for the sample. All 14 identified barcodes corresponded to DBS clones ranking from 1 to 37 in abundance, suggesting that contributions of more abundant clones are not hindered by the use of ISA.

Finally, we also considered re-capturing barcodes as a validation of realness. Re-capturing was defined here as repeated detection across multiple samples (*in vivo* or *in vitro*), or representation by multiple (\>1) sequence reads in the same sample. In animal Z09132, 289 of the total 19,853 barcodes detected were never re-captured. In animal Z08103, 356 of the total 41,935 barcodes detected were never re-captured. We did observe abundant DBS clones *in vivo* that were not found in the *in vitro* library dataset, with the most prevalent being ranked 53rd in abundance across all DBS clones detected in both animals over time.

Altogether, these observations suggest that the influence of false positives in our DBS data is low and lend support to the interpretation that initial library estimates were under-representative of the true diversity.

DBS Is Not Perfect, but It Is Markedly More Efficient Than ISA {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Since DBS captured so many more clones than ISA, we wanted to know whether DBS was providing the full picture, or if this was still an under-representation of true clonal diversity *in vivo*. Thus, we wanted to determine whether we could calculate the capture efficiency of each method. We defined the capture efficiency as the likelihood that an individual clone would be detected by either method using an unsorted blood sample as the gDNA source for analysis. To perform this calculation, we needed to simulate the dataset. However, to believe such a calculation, we first needed to confirm whether simulation could emulate observed data for each method, accounting not only for numbers of unique clones detected, but also observed abundance distributions.

To generate experimental data for this calculation, we compared the clones identified from a sample of PB WBCs flow sorted for GFP expression (i.e., all cells are positive for genetic modification) at \>100 days after transplant to clones identified in the same number of unsorted PB WBCs from the same animal at the nearest time point. For animal Z09132, DBS detected a total of 11,026 unique clones in 500,000 GFP-sorted WBCs at 118 days after transplant. From unsorted PB WBCs containing 11.3% GFP^+^ cells at 104 days after transplant, we detected a total of 3,152 clones by DBS. We assumed the day +104 time point contains 11.3% GFP^+^ cells from an initial sample of 500,000 cells, for a total of 56,600 gene-marked cells. We also assumed this time point was composed of a random sampling of cells from the same clonal abundance distribution as the day +118 GFP-sorted time point.

We calculated the DBS capture efficiency as an equal and fixed probability of capturing each of the 56,600 gene-marked cells in the day +104 time point, such that the total number of unique clones detected would match the experimentally observed value of 3,152, and also the clonal abundance distribution curve would match the experimental value ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). From these data we estimated the DBS capture efficiency to be 43%. Applying the same test and clonal distribution data for ISA, efficiency of clone detection was calculated as 8% for this method ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 3Simulation Successfully Emulates Experimentally Observed Data Patterns(A and B) Graphs show both experimentally observed data (solid lines) and simulated data (dotted lines) for animals Z09132 (A) and Z08103 (B). The y axes represent the logarithmic~10~ frequency of clone-specific sequence reads normalized to the total number of sequence reads for the sample, as a function of the clone rank from most abundant to least abundant on the x axis. Observed datasets include GFP-sorted blood samples (100% genetically modified; GFP) versus unsorted blood samples. Simulated (Sim) samples were generated based on method of detection (DBS or ISA). For simulations, clonal populations were estimated to be the largest number of unique clones identified on a single day after transplant, regardless of the number of sample re-tests. This was set as the clone population. The observed frequency of GFP^+^ blood cells in the animal on the same day of sampling was used to estimate the fraction of gene-modified versus unmodified cells in simulated, unsorted samples. The "sample" function of R was then used to randomly select 0.5 × 10^6^ blood cells for analysis by ISA or DBS. Both ISA and DBS efficiency were simulated as a random chance to capture each clone, and the chance of capture was varied from 0% to 100% for each process. A doubling of each captured clone sequence was simulated for each cycle of PCR, and NGS was simulated as a random chance of capturing each cell out of the simulated PCR reaction products.

To validate our findings, we used computation to randomly sample the experimentally identified clone population from the day +118, GFP-sorted test assuming 500,000 input genomes and 11.3% gene marking (i.e., a total of 56,600 modified genomes) at different capture efficiencies. The capture efficiency that resulted in the same number of total clones identified with similar abundance contributions for DBS was 43% ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, dotted versus solid lines). Importantly, conditions for this simulation that matched experimentally observed data included PCR as a perfect process wherein each barcode would be duplicated during each PCR cycle. This assumption causes some granularity at low sequence counts that is not seen in real data, suggesting that PCR is probabilistic, but it also indicates that the DBS process compromises efficiency considerably less than does the ISA process. Since the only steps prior to DBS processing include cell isolation and gDNA extraction, these steps are more likely to influence capture efficiency. However, applying the same test and simulation data for ISA, efficiency of clone detection was calculated as 8% for this method. For ISA, the steps prior to PCR processing include cells isolation, gDNA extraction, and fragmentation. This suggests that sampling and fragmentation are likely the greatest contributors to low efficiency of ISA.

For animal Z08103, we repeated the same procedures. At day 145 after transplant, PB was sorted for GFP^+^ cells. Given the lower gene marking in this animal at this time point (1.74%), the resulting sorted sample was prohibitively small to perform both DBS and ISA. Since DBS was observed to be more efficient than ISA in clone detection from animal Z09132, DBS analysis was prioritized. A total of 225,000 cell genomes were submitted for DBS, which detected a total of 2,565 unique clones. We then collected a larger sample of unsorted PB WBCs on day 160 after transplant and performed both DBS and ISA. In this sample, DBS detected 2,455 clones and ISA detected 269 clones from 500,000 genomes. Simulation of this dataset determined the efficiency of DBS to be 44% and ISA to be 4%, although the simulation did not align with observed clone contributions as well as for animal Z09132 ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). These data suggest that additional variables alter efficiency of clone capture in circumstances of low levels of genetic modification *in vivo* for both ISA and DBS, but ISA capture efficiency is more susceptible to compromise.

To verify these capture efficiency estimates for each technique, we also simulated an entire *in vivo* blood sample containing a variable level of gene-modified clones (11.3% or 1.74%), with the same distribution of clone abundance as in our observed data. We randomly sampled these simulated blood samples at an input efficiency of 43% and 8%, respectively, since the simulation resulting in these efficiency levels most closely resembled observed data. Simulated sampling in this study was consistent with observed data, confirming efficiency calculations using base input data for each clone tracking method **(**[Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Taking this one step further, we performed cumulative clone tracking over time and chemotherapy in both animals. Cumulative clone numbers detected by ISA never equaled those detected by DBS for either animal, despite similar sampling frequency and type ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B). Notably, repeat analysis of the same sample or subdivision of individual blood samples into multiple assays by lineage sorting prior to gDNA isolation improved the number of clones detected by both methods evaluated herein ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 4Simulated Sampling Depth Estimates 6- to 10-Fold the Number of Analyses Required for ISA to Detect the Lowest Limit o Clones Observed by DBS.(A and B) Graphs represent the observed cumulative number of unique clones detected as a function of time (x axis) and chemotherapy (↓) for each analysis method (ISA, gray; DBS, black) for animals Z08103 (A) and Z09132 (B). (C and D) Graphs represent simulations to estimate the total number of clones detected as a function of the number of sample tests performed for both DBS (black) and ISA (dashed) for animals Z08103 (C) and Z09132 (D). Horizontal lines in each plot represent the threshold detection for 50% of all clones observed for any given time point in our study.

Altogether, this combination of experimental and simulated data suggests that DBS is at least 5-fold more efficient at clone detection than ISA, and that random sampling with a probabilistic chance of capturing each cell is a reasonable estimation of each clone tracking process. If true, DBS would still be under-representing true clonal diversity, but it would be achieving nearly 50% coverage of the clonal pool, weighted in favor of more abundant clones, with a single test of each sample. ISA would also favor more abundant clones, but it would capture less than 10% of true clonal repertoire.

How Much Sampling Is Needed to Feel Confident? {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------------------

Based on our data, without empirically evaluating changes to the DBS or ISA processes themselves, increasing the sampling frequency by collecting and testing additional blood samples and re-processing samples already collected to increase sampling depth are the obvious strategies to improve coverage of the true clonal repertoire. However, the clinical feasibility and safety of additional blood draws, and/or the volume required to extract gDNA amounts that permit re-testing, have to be considered when deferring to these strategies. Again, in this study, we were able to apply computational simulation to aid in determining how much sampling would be needed. To estimate the sampling required for ISA to achieve the same number of cumulative clones as DBS, we assumed a population of n clones as observed in GFP-sorted blood from each animal (i.e., 11,026 for animal Z09132 and 2,565 for animal Z08103), which we then randomly sampled at the calculated efficiency values of 43% and 8% for DBS and ISA, respectively ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). For animal Z09132, with higher gene-modified cell engraftment, a total of 6- to 7-fold the number of sample analyses by ISA (i.e., a total of 138 analyses during 2 years, or 1.3 samples per week) would be required to detect the lowest cumulative number of clones as determined by DBS. For animal Z08103, with much lower levels of gene-modified blood cells, as much as 10-fold the number of sample analyses (i.e., 240 analyses during 2 years, or 2.3 samples per week) would be required to detect the lower limit of cumulative clones detected by DBS.

For these two animals, this translates to a total of 138 and 240 sample analyses (where analyses include everything downstream of gDNA isolation) required for ISA to achieve the lowest number of cumulative clones detected by DBS. If individual blood samples are analyzed only once, this would require blood collection up to 2.3 times per week for ISA, which is not feasible. In this study we sampled exclusively for clone tracking less than once per month. If the same numbers of collected blood samples were re-analyzed, each blood sample would require sufficient gDNA for 6--10 repeats, or 18--30 μg of starting gDNA, which is reasonable to collect from a 10-mL blood sample.

DBS versus ISA over Time and Chemotherapy: Stability, Not Succession {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The pattern of hematopoietic reconstitution following autologous gene therapy has been proposed to be clonal succession by studies using ISA,[@bib9]^,^[@bib10] but a more recent study implementing DBS found hematopoietic reconstitution to be better explained by clonal stability.[@bib29] When DBS is compared directly to ISA, we observe a clear pattern of clonal stability over time and chemotherapy-induced clonal selection in both monkeys ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5DBS Suggests Clonal Stability while ISA Suggests Clonal Succession.(A--D) DBS (A and C) and ISA (B and D) for animals Z08103 (A and B) and Z09132 (C and D). All graphs represent the contribution (% frequency) of all clones observed in total white blood cells over time after transplant (x axis). Each color band represents a unique clone demonstrating ≥0.5% frequency of sequence reads in a given sample. All other clones are grouped into the gray band at the top of each graph. The total number of unique clones identified at each time point is listed at the top of the plot. Black lines overlaying each plot represent the diversity correlation from sample to sample within each plot.

Of note, this analysis represented all clones contributing ≥1% to the clonal pool observed for each sample. As noted above, ISA does favor more abundant clones, and multiple variations on the ISA method have been used by different groups. To determine whether this may influence clonal reconstitution patterns in our model, we repeated this analysis with only the 25 most abundant clones over all time points and samples identified in each animal during the course of study ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We combined all datasets across all time points and sample types and identified the top 25 clone signatures represented for each animal as a function of the number of sequence reads corresponding to each clone. We then asked a simple "yes" or "no" question as to whether the clone signature was identified at any frequency in any of the samples analyzed for that animal for each clone tracking method. These data confirmed that ISA fails to re-capture even abundant clone signatures over time, suggesting a false interpretation of clonal succession. However, in animal Z08103 with lower levels of gene-modified cells, DBS detection of the most abundant clones was also intermittent, but with much greater reliability than for ISA. This was validated by calculating the Shannon diversity indices for each animal, which account for re-capture and abundance ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 6Comparative Analysis of Top Clones over All Samples and Time Points Confirms ISA Bias against Prevailing Clonal Stability Model of Hematopoiesis(A--D) DBS (A and C) and ISA (B and D) for animals Z08103 (A and B) and Z09132 (C and D). All heatmaps represent the log~2~(rank) contribution (% frequency) of the 25 most abundant clones observed for the whole study (rows) at each time point of analysis after transplant (columns). Black represents clone not found (NF) in that sample. The highest ranking clone in each sample is indicated by the asterisk in the corresponding cell of the heatmap.

Tracking HSC Clone Contributions Provides Added Value for Safety {#sec2.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We previously observed early and persistent engraftment of stem cell-like clones in these two animals by ISA alone with a much smaller dataset.[@bib28] We wanted to assess whether DBS validated this observation *in vivo*, and whether these HSC-like clones were detected in the time points with low clone detection by ISA. To do this, we defined stem cell-like clones as those clone signatures present in more than one mature blood cell lineage, one of which must be short-lived granulocytes, and present at more than one time point of analysis, one of which must be more than 1 year after transplant. We analyzed all available DBS and ISA datasets ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Not surprisingly, DBS identified 3- to 6-fold more HSC-like clone signatures than did ISA. Interestingly, DBS robustly confirmed the early and persistent contribution of these clones to hematopoiesis after transplant and chemotherapy ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A and 7C). The same was true for animal Z09132 when ISA was performed ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D), while additional ISA data in animal Z08103 suggested fluctuations in clonal contributions ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Notably, the small numbers of clones identified in this animal at days 223 and 368 after transplant that suggested clonal restriction in whole blood ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B) were found to be of HSC origin based on the above stem cell clone definition (same time points, [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, lineage sorting at an earlier time point of analysis (i.e., before perceived clonal restriction) validated that these clones were likely of stem cell origin. Taken together with DBS data and hematologic data, the likelihood of insertional mutagenesis can be inferred to be low, despite the low numbers of highly abundant clones tracked by ISA in these samples.Figure 7DBS Confirms Early and Persistent Engraftment of HSC Clones(A--D) DBS (A and C) and ISA (B and D) for animals Z08103 (A and B) and Z09132 (C and D). All graphs represent the contribution (% frequency) of all HSC clones observed in total white blood cells over time after transplant (x axis). Clone signatures were demonstrated to be HSC when they were identified in at least one short-term and one long-term repopulating lineage at more than one time point, one of which had to be later than 1 year after transplant. Each color band represents a unique HSC clone demonstrating ≥0.5% frequency of sequence reads in a given sample. All other clones are grouped into the white band at the top of each graph.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this study, we directly compared ISA, the only available method for tracking gene-modified blood cells in gene therapy patients, to DBS, a more recent clone tracking approach with limited application in large animals and with no human application to date. Our data demonstrate that both methods track abundant clones at similar frequencies; however, DBS is significantly more reliable and efficient than ISA. The ability for ISA to effectively measure the clonal repertoire is significantly impacted by repertoire size, relative to DBS. Moreover, we demonstrate that patterns of hematopoietic reconstitution after transplant and patterns of hematopoietic reconstitution after selective pressure differ significantly based on the clone tracking method applied. Importantly, our DBS observations align closely with our previously published work demonstrating early and consistent HSC contributions after autologous transplant.[@bib28] Collectively, these data suggest that DBS is a superior methodology when the study goal is to describe hematopoietic biology in a preclinical system. In gene therapy patients where ISA is the only tracking method available, collecting sufficient blood volume for repeat analysis of the same sample to increase depth of detection and subsampling based on lineage sorting of blood early after reconstitution can significantly improve the quality of data obtained. This also suggests that careful consideration is required in studies where ISA is solely used for interpretation of hematopoietic biology with limited datasets or sampling.

DBS to track blood stem cells *in vivo* was first demonstrated in mice in 2010.[@bib30] Since then, numerous studies have applied this technique to study hematopoietic biology in mice by transplanting barcoded murine and human blood stem and progenitor cells.[@bib16]^,^[@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33] However, the differences between human and murine hematopoiesis (e.g., different cell surface marker HSC phenotypes), as well as the confounding nature of xenogeneic transplant studies, limit extrapolation of these observations to clinically relevant human hematopoiesis.

Nonhuman primate models have been suggested to more closely relate to human hematopoiesis.[@bib12]^,^[@bib19]^,^[@bib34] In 2014, two reports separately applied ISA or DBS clone tracking strategies in transplanted rhesus macaques (*Macaca mulatta*), each reporting significant variations in the onset and persistence of hematopoietic repopulating clones.[@bib10]^,^[@bib11] The study using ISA alone identified between 846 and 5,758 total clones in each of four animals transplanted with either LV- or simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)-based vector-transduced cells, which followed a bi-phasic reconstitution during the first year, then sequential expansion of HSC-like clones. This study reported that the cumulative number of clones detected was directly proportional to the cell dose infused at the time of transplant. In a side-by-side study, more comprehensive sampling within the first 9.5 months after transplant was reported by Wu et al.[@bib11] utilizing DBS alone in three rhesus macaques. This study reported no correlation between cumulative clone numbers detected and transplanted cell dose. This report also identified multi-lineage clones, but not until 2--3 months after infusion. A follow-up to this study reported that cumulative clone numbers and output were stable within 6 months after transplant during as much as 49 months of follow-up.[@bib29]

There are notable differences between these rhesus studies and our present study. First, different species were used (rhesus versus pigtail macaques), as well as different sources of CD34^+^ cells: granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)-mobilized leukapheresis-derived CD34^+^ cells in rhesus macaques versus G-CSF- and stem cell factor (SCF)-primed, marrow-derived CD34^+^ cells in pigtail macaques. The fraction of true repopulating HSCs/cells isolated declines in mobilized leukapheresis products compared to BM products, with the highest proportion of true HSCs found in cord blood.[@bib35] Thus, the lower number of clones transplanted and tracked in the rhesus studies could reflect a lower repopulating cell content in mobilized leukapheresis products. Moreover, neither of the rhesus studies induced selection of gene-modified clones *in vivo*.

Additionally, there are technical differences between ISA methods: the rhesus ISA study used a restriction enzyme-based method for gDNA fragmentation, whereas we employed acoustic shearing. Our method allows for quality control of clone abundance by capturing different fragment sizes of the same genomic sequence from single-end sequencing, whereas the rhesus method relied on paired-end sequencing of resulting genomic fragments. The paired-end approach can reduce bias, but it also displays lower sequencing efficiency, resulting in lower clone numbers. In this study, we verified abundant clonal signatures with both ISA and DBS clone tracking methods by cross-sequencing, as well as re-capture, supporting the "realness" of clones detected. Specifically, the rhesus study sampled animals between 7 and 12 times after transplantation, during as many as 140 months, with very few samples (three or fewer time points) collected within the first year. Thus, our data suggest that the bi-phasic reconstitution and clonal succession observed in the rhesus ISA study may have resulted from under-sampling.

Similar to the rhesus DBS studies, we observed stability of clone numbers and abundance in both animals within 6 months after transplant, which were maintained through follow-up. This observation aligns with a recent publication in patients treated with gene therapy for Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome wherein ISA demonstrated clonal stability after transplant.[@bib36] Interestingly, this work was a follow-up to an earlier publication by the same group with the same patient cohort that described different hematopoietic kinetics, namely bi-phasic reconstitution, when fewer samples were analyzed.[@bib9] Indeed, the more recent work tracked more than 140,000 clones by ISA, whereas the earlier report tracked only 89,000. This supports our findings that sampling depth in ISA studies limits hematopoietic interpretation and demonstrates the significant investment in clone tracking required in gene therapy patients to make interpretations of hematopoietic biology.

Most importantly, our studies suggest that collection of clone data by ISA from lineage-sorted blood samples early in clinical studies can aid in interpreting clonal dynamics. Indeed, while there is much effort being put toward identifying potentially unsafe clone signatures as early as possible after gene therapy, the clinical implications of gaining this information are unclear. In this study, we demonstrate that early subsampling of clones from a lineage-sorted blood sample adds significant value in clone tracking data for both analysis of safety and interpretations of hematopoietic biology after transplantation.

In conclusion, we used direct comparison to demonstrate that DBS is more efficient and displays a larger dynamic range relative to ISA in tracking individual retrovirus-tagged clones *in vivo*. These studies demonstrate that the sampling frequency required to make biological interpretations about hematopoiesis using ISA alone are likely prohibitive in gene therapy patients, but tracking clonal abundance for safety is still feasible within the dynamic range of ISA and can be greatly increased in value with early, multi-lineage subsampling for clone tracking. These observations suggest that clonal stability is the preferred model of homeostasis after transplant in the nonhuman primate, akin to that recently described in human gene therapy patients.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Animals, Transplantation, and Care {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------

This study was carried out in strict accordance with recommendations in the *Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals* of the National Institutes of Health. All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and the University of Washington. Animals were housed at the Washington National Primate Research Center.

Two pigtail macaques (*M. nemestrina*) were included for clone tracking (Z08103 and Z09132). Both animals were juvenile males. Autologous grafts consisted of LV-transduced, autologous BM-derived CD34^+^ cells collected after *in vivo* stimulation with daily G-CSF and SCF as previously described.[@bib37] Harvested marrow was enriched for CD34^+^ cell fractions with a purity of 60%--80% confirmed by flow cytometry.[@bib21] Animals received 1,020 cGy total body irradiation (TBI) prior to infusion of gene-modified cells. Standard supportive care was administered as needed and in consultation with veterinary staff. Hematopoietic recovery was monitored by complete blood counts using an automated hematology analyzer. PB was collected at various time points by venipuncture, and BM was collected by intra-femoral or intra-humoral aspiration.

For chemotherapy treatment, macaques received a total 120 mg/m^2^ O6BG and 15 mg/m^2^ BCNU administered as two staggered O6BG doses (O6BG-2×), with BCNU infusion 45--60 min after the first O6BG infusion, as previously described.[@bib17]

LV Vectors and Transduction {#sec4.2}
---------------------------

The transfer vector (pRRLsincPPT-SFFV-MGMT9P140K-PGK-GFP-sWPRE) encodes a self-inactivating (SIN) human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)-derived LV genome consisting of a SFFV promoter regulating an enhanced green fluorescent protein (*GFP*) gene and a human PGK promoter regulating a P140K mutated *MGMT* gene, which renders gene-modified cells resistant to a combination of the alkylating agent BCNU and the MGMT inhibitor O6BG.[@bib17] Inclusion of the P140K gene provides a mechanism by which to induce clonal selection *in vivo*. For DBS, we generated a barcoded LV library as shown in detail in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A using methods similar to that published by Porter et al.[@bib26] Synthetic oligonucleotide cassettes containing a P5 Illumina sequencing adaptor, a 2-bp index sequence, and a 20-bp random nucleotide sequence flanked by identical 6-bp anchor sequences were cloned into the non-coding region of the LV transfer vector described above and shown in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A upstream of a bicistronic transgene cassette. Use of different and unique restriction enzyme-based sticky-end cloning was used to facilitate ligation without concatemerization or reverse orientation of the oligonucleotides containing the barcodes. The Illumina MiSeq 5′ adaptor sequence was included to facilitate amplification and render 36-bp single-end sequence reads usable. The anchor sequences permit stringent filtering of resulting sequence reads to reduce false positives in the dataset, as shown in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B. Vesicular stomatitis virus G protein (VSV-G)-pseudotyped viral particles were produced by four-plasmid transient transfection of 293T cells from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; 293T ATCC CRL-3216). Supernatants were collected and viral particles were collected by ultracentrifugation. Infectious titers were determined by limiting dilution of purified supernatants on HT1080 cells (ATCC CCL-121) followed by flow cytometry for GFP expression.

K562 cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC CCL-243) and cultured in Iscove's modified Dulbecco's medium (IMDM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) to maintain a density of ∼1 × 10^6^ cells/mL. For transduction, LV was added to cells in culture at an MOI of 1 IU per cell. Cultures were maintained for 24 h prior to harvest.

For transduction of primary nonhuman primate CD34^+^ cells, isolated cells were plated into StemSpan serum-free expansion medium (SFEM) containing 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, Life Technologies) supplemented with recombinant human SCF, thrombopoietin (TPO), and flightless 3 ligand (FLT3-L) at 100 ng/mL each. Cells were prestimulated overnight and transduced with 4 μg/mL protamine sulfate and 1 μg/ml cyclosporine A on flasks coated with CH296 (retronectin) at an MOI of 10 IU per cell. A second LV dose was added after 6--8 h for a final MOI of 20 IU/cell. The next day, cells were collected and prepared for infusion. Cells were pulsed with prostaglandin E~2~ for 2 h on ice immediately prior to infusion.

Gene-Modified Cell Level Measurement {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------

Flow cytometry was used to enumerate gene-modified cells in PB and BM samples. Samples were first hemolyzed with ammonium chloride or subjected to a Ficoll gradient separation whereby mononuclear cells were purified as a distinct layer and granulocytes were isolated by ammonium chloride lysis of the red blood cell fraction. Resulting cells were washed and resuspended in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer consisting of sterile Dulbecco's modified phosphate-buffered saline (D-PBS), 1% FBS, and 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Cells were incubated for 30 min under low light with various combinations of fluorophore-conjugated anti-human or anti-nonhuman primate antibodies, including CD3^+^, CD4^+^, CD8^+^, CD14^+^, CD16^+^, CD20^+^, CD34^+^, and CD45^+^, and then analyzed on a FACSCalibur, FACSCanto, or LSR II device (all from Becton Dickinson). Antibodies from BD Biosciences include anti-human CD3 (clone SP34-2), anti-human CD4 (clone L200), anti-human CD34 (clone 563), and anti-non-human primate CD45 (clone D058-1283). Antibodies from BioLegend include anti-human CD8 (clone RPA-T8) and anti-human CD20 (clone 2H7). Antibodies from eBioscience include anti-human CD14 (clone 61D3). Where multiple antibodies and fluorophore combinations were applied, compensation was facilitated by UltraComp eBeads compensation beads (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's specifications. Flow cytometric data were analyzed by FlowJo versions 8.5.2 to 10 (Tree Star) or CellQuest version 3.1f software (Becton Dickinson), with gating to exclude fewer than 3% control cells in the relevant region.

Sample Collection for Clone Tracking or Engraftment {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------------------

Bulk WBCs were isolated by ammonium chloride lysis of red blood cells (RBCs). Granulocytes and mononuclear cells (MNCs) were purified by Ficoll gradient sedimentation (GE Healthcare) per the manufacturer's specifications, followed by ammonium chloride lysis of RBCs for granulocyte purification. Subsets including CD3^+^, CD4^+^, CD8^+^, CD14^+^, CD16^+^, CD20^+^, and CD34^+^ cells were enriched using either FACS on a FACSAria device (Becton Dickinson) or by immunomagnetic bead-based purification. For FACS, cells resuspended in FACS buffer were labeled with appropriate fluorophore-conjugated anti-human antibodies per the manufacturer's specifications. Fluorophore^+^ cells from any of these fractions were isolated by FACS on a FACSAria device (Becton Dickinson). Where multiple antibodies and fluorophore combinations were applied, compensation was facilitated by UltraComp eBeads compensation beads (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's specifications. Dead cells and debris were excluded via FSC (forward light scatter)/SSC (side light scatter) gating as shown in [Figures S3--S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For immunomagnetic bead-based separations, antibody-based immunomagnetic microbeads were all supplied by Miltenyi Biotec. Microbead reagents included anti-nonhuman primate CD3 microbeads, CD20 microbeads, and CD14 microbeads. An anti-human CD34-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) antibody (clone 12.8) was used in combination with anti-FITC microbeads for indirect magnetic labeling and separation. All immunomagnetic separations were performed according to the manufacturer's specifications.

For all sorted cell populations, flow cytometric analyses for purity assessment were performed on an LSR II (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and FACSAria II (Becton Dickinson), and analyzed by FlowJo versions 8.5.2 to 10 (Tree Star) or CellQuest version 3.1f software (Becton Dickinson), with gating to exclude fewer than 3% control cells in the relevant region.

gDNA Isolation for ISA or DBS {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------

gDNA was extracted from cells using either the QIAamp blood midi kit (QIAGEN, Germantown, MD, USA) for cell yields \>5 × 10^5^ total cells, or the MasterPure DNA purification kit (Lucigen, Middleton, WI, USA) for small cell yields (\<5 × 10^5^ total cells). Both kits were used according to the manufacturers' specifications. Where both clone tracking methods were applied, equal gDNA masses were apportioned to each analysis. In some cases insufficient gDNA was available for both methods, in which case one method was prioritized, as listed in [Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

ISA {#sec4.6}
---

Processing of gDNA to amplify integration loci included MGS-PCR[@bib23] methods. Two NGS platforms were used, including single-end Ion Torrent PGM and paired-end Illumina MiSeq. A detailed list of samples is included in the dataset available for download (BioProject: PRJNA517494). A summary of data processing is included in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B. First, forward and reverse reads were stitched using PEAR with the *-q 30* option to trim sequence reads after two bases with a quality score below 30 were observed.[@bib38] Stitched FASTQ files and raw FASTA files for all sequencing data were filtered using a custom c++ program. Each read was compared to the reference provirus LTR sequence. Reads with \<90% match to the LTR sequence were discarded. The LTR sequence was trimmed off of remaining reads. Reads were then compared with vector sequence (as opposed to genomic insertion sequences). Reads with ≥80% match to the vector sequence were discarded. The remaining reads were output in FASTA format for alignment.

Identified genomic fragments were aligned to the rhesus macaque (rhemac8) genome (GenBank: 2701138) to determine the chromosome, locus, and orientation of integration (e.g., Chr14_8020175\_+), as the pigtail macaque genome has not been sequenced. rheMac8 was downloaded from the UCSC (University of California Santa Cruz) genome browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>).[@bib39] Filtered and trimmed sequence reads were aligned to the reference genome using BLAT (BLAST-like alignment tool) with the following options:out = blast8, -tileSize = 11, -stepSize = 5, and -ooc = rh11-2253.ooc.[@bib40]

The rh11-2253.occ file contains a list of 11-mer occurring at least 2,253 times in the genome to be masked by BLAT and was generated using the following command:\$blat rheMac8.2bit /dev/null /dev/null -tileSize = 11 -stepSize = 5 -makeOoc = rh11-2253.ooc -repMatch = 2253as recommended by UCSC (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/help/blatSpec.html>[@bib40] and <http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQblat.html#blat6>). Resulting blast8 files were parsed using a custom python script. Any read with a BLAT alignment length less than 30 or alignment start greater than 10 was discarded. The top scoring alignment and all alignments within 95% of the top score were saved for each read. The ratio of the best alignment to the second-best alignment is the degree with which the insert can be mapped to one location in the genome (multi-align-ratio). Starting with the highest count reads, reads with matching alignments were combined. Reads with multiple possible alignments were not discarded at this point but were grouped together with other reads with the same alignment(s). For each group of reads with matching alignments, the original FASTA sequence files were read, and then the sequences were aligned with Clustal Omega.[@bib41]^,^[@bib42] This alignment was used to build a single consensus sequence for the alignment group. The consensus sequence was then used to search the pool of all sequences that could not be aligned by BLAT, and any sequence with ≥90% identity was merged into the group. Starting with the highest count groups and comparing them with the lowest count groups, groups with ≥90% sequence similarity were merged. Finally, when comparing all sequence files for one test subject, all groups with exact alignment matches were merged into one clone ID. Clone IDs with exact consensus sequence matches were also merged. Non-uniquely aligned groups (multi-align-ratio ≥ 0.9) that had ≥90% similar reference sequences were also merged into a single clone ID.[@bib43]

DBS {#sec4.7}
---

DNA barcodes were amplified by PCR using high-fidelity DNA polymerase (Phusion, New England Biolabs). PCR conditions included initial denaturation at 98°C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 10 s, annealing at 62°C for 30 s, and elongation at 72°C for 30 s, with a final elongation step of 72°C for 5 min and a hold at 4°C. Primers (forward, 5′-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTCTAGA-3′; reverse, 5′-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATCTAAATGGCGTTACTGCAGCTA-3′) contained Illumina adaptor sequences and 4-bp multiplexing tags, resulting in 250-bp fragments that were size-selected on 1.1% agarose gel and purified using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN) per the manufacturer's specifications. DNA concentrations were checked on a BioAnalyzer (Agilent). Single-end sequencing of DBS libraries was conducted on an Illumina Genome Analyzer II or Illumina MiSeq sequencer. A detailed list of samples is included in the dataset available for download (BioProject: PRJNA517494). Barcodes were characterized using a method that is summarized in detail in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and similar to that outlined in Thielecke et al.[@bib44] with the following exceptions: raw barcode reads from FASTQ format files were first filtered for quality. Bases with a Q score \<20 were converted to "N." Any read with four or more N bases was discarded. Barcode reads without an exact match of the six fixed nucleotides on either side of the 20-bp variable barcode were discarded. Valid barcode reads were trimmed to 20 bp, and identical barcodes were combined into groups. Barcodes with a count \>1 were sorted by count, and then starting with the most abundant barcode, the Hamming distance to each single barcode was calculated. All barcodes within a Hamming distance of 2 were merged. Unmerged single barcodes were put aside. All barcodes with N bases within a Hamming distance of 2 to a valid barcode were merged. Unmerged N barcodes were discarded. Single-count barcodes were added back at this point. Starting with the most abundant barcode, the entire barcode list was searched from the least abundant barcode up, and barcodes within a Hamming distance of 2 were merged. We used a Hamming distance of 2 for these initial comparisons because we wanted to correct small errors first and because our software uses an index table to search the entire barcode library for all barcodes within a Hamming distance of 2 with just four table look-ups. Finally, all barcodes within a Hamming distance of 5 were merged.

Simulations {#sec4.8}
-----------

Custom R scripts were written to perform all simulations. For redundant barcoding simulations, the following assumptions were made: (1) the absolute barcode library size was estimated to be 1,213,714 barcodes, (2) all 1,213,714 barcodes are available to each cell during transduction, and (3) each cell will randomly take up one barcode. This was simulated as a dice probability where the number of dice rolled was equal to the number of transduced repopulating cells (i.e., 152, 928, or 81,600), and the number of sides on each dice was equal to the number of unique barcodes (i.e., 1,213,714). Each simulation was repeated 100 times, and the mean frequency of obtaining two to five identical barcodes (two, three, four, or five of a kind) was determined.

For simulation to estimate the clonal population of Z08103 and Z09132, we first combined all barcode samples taken on a given day into one pool for each animal and then selected the day when the maximum number of clones was detected as the estimated clonal population. We used %GFP expression at the day of testing to determine the fraction of gene-modified clones in blood versus non-gene-modified blood cells. We then used the "sample" function of R to randomly select 500,000 blood cells for either ISA or DBS processing. We determined how many gene-modified cells would be selected by the random blood sample and also what the starting clone fractions would be. We simulated ISA and DBS efficiency as a random chance to capture each gene-modified cell and varied the chance of capture from 0% to 100% for each process. We simulated PCR as a doubling of each captured clone for each PCR cycle. We then simulated NGS as a random chance of capturing each cell out of the simulated PCR product.

Diversity Measurements {#sec4.9}
----------------------

Two methods were used to track diversity of clone populations in this study: sample correlation and Shannon diversity index (H). Sample correlation was calculated for adjacent samples by first selecting the 1,000 most abundant clones for each time point. The clones detected across all time points are combined into one list, and then a matrix is constructed with a column for each time point and the rows are defined as the unique list of all clones. The abundance for clones not detected at any given time point is set to 0. The Pearson correlation of rows is calculated for this matrix. The final correlation for each time point is the mean of the correlation compared to the previous time point and the correlation compared to the subsequent time point. The Shannon diversity index of a sample was calculated as −sum(p·ln(p)) for each clone, where p is the fraction of the total population of each unique clone.

Plot Generation {#sec4.10}
---------------

All plots were created with custom R scripts. Some used ggplot2 (<https://ggplot2.org>).[@bib45]

Data Availability {#sec4.11}
-----------------

All sequence data obtained in this study are available for download at <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/> (BioProject: PRJNA517494).

Code Availability {#sec4.12}
-----------------

All custom R and Python codes are available on GitHub (<https://www.github.com/mrenstrom>). All other codes are publicly available and are cited in the appropriate methods description.
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